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‘Ache din’, the winning narrative that still reverberates in the ears of Indians and is a major
throwback to the historic 2014 Parliamentary elections, was developed from the insights
generated by the extensive research that was undertaken by the BJP to understand the
‘hearts and minds’ of the voters. Mr. Ashwani Singla, Founding Managing Partner, Astrum and
formerly the Asia MD of Penn Schoen Berland led the polling team that generated the insights.
The deep understanding of the voters was extensively used in the 360-degree communication
campaign to persuade the voters that the “Modi Sarkar” would be the best choice to lead
the nation.
Department of Management Studies, IIT Delhi organizes its flagship Business Leader Lecture
series and Mr. Singla was of one our eminent guests as a part of this series. He was with us to
deliver his viewpoints on the topic “Using Science to Persuade” and interacted with the
students.
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Mr. Singla connected the students to the use of science (insights and data) and started his
discussion with reasons to incubate Astrum. He emphasized on the lack of use of science in
developing communication that connects with its recipients. Reiterating the importance of
insights and data in communication he said, “When there is a judicious blend of science with
creativity, it usually delivers communication that persuades.”
Explaining persuasion, he says, “persuasion is consent through an informed choice. Not
coercion.” He added, “elections are a great example of how a large population is persuaded
to choose. What is popularly known as moulding public opinion.” Explaining goodwill Mr. Singla
said, “goodwill is generated when people are better informed, feel they have a stake in the
future and participate in making a choice freely. A recipe for goodwill or good reputation.”
He explained to his audience how Astrum is pioneering the use of science and creativity to
develop reputation strategies for its clients. Elaborating on the skills needed, he explained that
Critical Thinking, Collaboration, Creativity and Communication are crucial to succeed.
Using the lessons learnt from the 2014 election campaign, he explained the application of
science to generate insights to segment, target and position companies and candidates. He
used Astrum’s proprietary segmentation framework to its application. He explained the way
such insights are used to help companies/candidates ‘stand apart’ from competitors and
rounded it off with a demonstration of that would be converted into a simple and clear
message.
The floor was then opened for questions from the inquisitive audience who wanted to know
more about topic. Our erudite guest answered all the queries of students. DMS, IIT Delhi
expresses its heartfelt gratitude to Mr. Ashwani Singla, for sparing his valuable time and
delivering an informative lecture to the students. We look forward to having him on campus
again.
About Department of Management Studies, IIT Delhi
The Department currently runs three MBA programs: a two-year full-time MBA programme, a
two-year full-time MBA programme with focus on ‘Telecommunication Systems Management’
under the aegis of Bharti School of Telecom Technology and Management and a three-year
Executive MBA programme with focus on ‘Technology Management’.
More information is on http://dms.iitd.ac.in/
About Astrum
Astrum is India’s first science-based specialist Reputation Management advisory.
Astrum in Latin means the brightest star in its constellation. The purpose of every Astrum
professional is to help each of our clients become ‘that star’.
Astrum works as a strategic partner to the C-Suite, helping them resolve complex challenges
they face in building and guarding their companies’ reputation. Applying the same
science, Astrum helps senior political leaders connect with voters to be elected to a public
office, keep the mandate and get re-elected. Astrum is leading the way by weaving creativity
into the Science of Reputation to understand and shape public opinion.
Our specializations include Reputation Management, Crisis & Issues Communication,
Corporate Affairs, Corporate Governance, Voter Targeting, Candidate Positioning,
Campaign Messaging and Voter Sentiment Tracking. Astrum is an insight-driven Digital First
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advisory, with its emphasis on harnessing the power of the mobile phone and the Internet to
engage stakeholders and shape opinions.
Astrum serves clients in the NCR and Mumbai through its own presence, and spans 60 cities
and towns in India through its dedicated affiliate network.
Along with a high-calibre team of practicing professionals, Ashwani Singla founded Astrum.
Ashwani is the former Asia CEO of Penn Schoen Berland. In his two-decade experience in the
industry, he has donned the roles of a trusted advisor and a strategist for both the C-Suite and
political leaders. He has successfully steered many a blue chip multinational and Indian
corporation through crisis.
Ashwani acted as the Campaign Strategist for the campaign committee of the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) during the 2014 General Elections in India. He was featured in the
Campaign India Magazine’s ‘A List’ and Agency FAQ’s listings of the Most Influential
Communication Professionals in India.
More information is available on www.astrum.in
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